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Raising Capital in a Recession  
by Julia Price 

 

“This is a different type of crisis. Major disruption is coming. Prepare 

for the worst, a “wait and see” strategy is a non-starter.” i 

 

As we continue to watch Covid-19 (C19) lay waste to the physical and economic health of 

global communities, founders around the world grasp for lifelines, ways to slow cash burn, 

tech to pull together remote teams and new channels to market. The reality of the C19 

pandemic and the resultant recession will affect all sectors, markets, geographies, customer 

groups and investors for longer than we anticipate – likely at least 18-24 months by most 

sober forecasts. The quicker founders can come to terms with this new reality in their 

business and take quick, decisive action (see Sequoia’s noteii to its portfolio companies) the 

greater the chance to limit long-term damage. 

In some of the largest economies the C19 lockdown is forecast to result in the largest 

quarterly decline in economic activity since 1933. US markets are down 35% and 

mainstream financial institutions expect US GDP to experience a catastrophic freefall of up 

to 24% in Q2 2020iii. Unemployment in the US rose from 3.5% in February to 4.4% in March 

2020iv, and could reach 20%v - a staggering figure that is even more painful when 

extrapolated to South Africa’s already-fragile economy.  

Consumer behavior has perhaps changed forever - McKinsey forecasts a drop in US 

discretionary consumer spending of 40-50%, particularly on spend that can be postponed 

(vehicles, appliances, etc). This recession is different from the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 

of 2008 in that consumption of luxuries have been reduced to zero, even for those in high 

income bracketsvi. 

Despite large fiscal interventions abroad, we are in for a bumpy ride at best. In South Africa, 

we are inextricably linked to global economic volatility. On average we tend to take between 

18 and 30 months to recover from international market shocksvii. In addition, the downgrade 

of South Africa’s rating to Sub-Investment Grade is likely to plunge the country into a longer-

term, deep structural recession, a domino effect after the Covid-19 contraction.  

How long will it last? There are many views, none as well articulated as Michael Jordaan’s 

messageviii on the realities of the crisis and advice to entrepreneurs. It is a tough and 

enlightening read. Pieter de Villiers, Clickatell Founder and CEO, shared a similar view 

during an Endeavor Capital event on 7 April: 

• Plan on at least 18 months, with recovery to a new (possibly lower) level and with 

different ramifications across markets; 

• As long as a vaccine is unavailable, consumer spending and behavior will be 

radically different to the past, despite the end of official lockdowns; 
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• The stock market will take a long time – longer than the 2008 GFC – to recover and 

the ramification of permanent loss on wealth and life will leave an indelible mark on 

business; 

• Travel restrictions will not ease up soon. Quarantine will continue to impact 

international movement over quarters, not weeks. Currency volatility and weakness 

in the last few weeks has added an additional 30% cost premium onto ZAR-funded 

market expansion abroad. 

Despite the gloomy forecasts it is in the very nature of entrepreneurs to survive and build 

through crisis. For many businesses, this is an intense time of keeping afloat, cutting costs, 

raising bridge capital, boosting morale and taking high stakes strategic decisions. At the 

same time, information overload is significant. Below is a brief summary of the curated 

insights and advice received from within the walls of Endeavor. 

 

1. Cash is available, but will take longer to secure and will cost more 

 

One of the counter-intuitive reflections from the 2008 GFC was that angel and VC investors 

continued to invest through the cycle. The chart below shows that the number of seed 

investments (including Series A by South African standards) made during 2008 / 2009 

dropped less than one might think, and then recovered quickly by Q4 2009. 

  

The factors that did change, however, were the size of investments made and company 

valuations.  

Kauffman Fellows notes that in 2008 a Series A company raised a median of $4m for 14% of 

the company (effective valuation of $28.5m post). In 2009, however, 30% of the companies 

that did successfully raise capital raised 12.5% less in dollars (median of $3.5m). They also 

had to sell 25% of their company (78% more). This leaves an effective post-money valuation 

of $14m – half of the year before.ix 
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While we know that the C19 recession is a very different one – not even in the 1929 Great 

Depression and aftermath of WWI did certain industries stop immediately and entirely – we 

continue to see a number of VCs with “dry powder” to be allocated. This largely depends on 

where the VC is in its cycle, how many investments it has made to date and how much 

follow-on capital existing portfolio companies may require.  

Founders without a 24-month cash runway should tap existing investors first, those who 

already know your business well and are aligned to see you through the cycle. Importantly, 

bank on capital raising taking much longer – so raise more now if you can – and valuations 

will be placed under pressure by circumspect investors waiting for more concrete data on a 

recovery. 

 

2. Be Brutal in your Re-evaluation of Forecasts and Key Assumptions 

 

Re-model your revenue and cash exposure to a severe global downturn and stress test the 

key levers in your model. Get rid of distractions, postpone growth related investments and 

cut non-essential costs. Target a set cash burn rate and make the hard decisions to stick to 

it. You need a cash runway of at least 18 - 24 months and given the lack of visibility on 

timing of a recovery aim for as long a runway as possible. Hold regular (at least weekly) 

cash meetings with your team to keep on top of expenditure.  

“These are painful decisions to take. Act fast and hard and early and dial it back later if you 

need to. We set up a specific task team that meets 3 times a week to make specific 

decisions in response to these conditions.” – Aisha Pandor, Founder SweepSouth 

Understand the 12-month cyclical impact, both positive and negative, of the current reality on 

your business, that of your customers and your suppliers.  

Be realistic in your estimates of international expansion. Travel is likely to be limited for 

some time to come, and if you cannot hire the right talent in-country an international office is 

likely to suffer. Fundamentally pivot your business to maximize local or existing markets.  
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3. Recognise Investor Prerogatives and Timelines 

 

While capital may be available, investors are faced with their own set of unique challenges 

when considering investments into growth businesses in this environment: 

a) Risk aversion is rising and drags up cost of capital and required returns. Where an 

investor does not already have dry powder (as is often the case with high net worth 

angels), they may be required to sell more liquid assets at a discount to invest in your 

business.  

b) Listed assets around the world are now trading at significant discounts. Investors 

have cheap alternatives available in the liquid market – for instance Old Mutual can 

now be bought at a near 50% discount to highs mid-January. This opportunity cost 

will drive similar implied discounts into your valuation. 

c) Existing portfolio companies are very likely to require follow-on rounds of capital to 

survive, reducing the appetite of investors to make new investments. As an example, 

Catalyst (Endeavor’s global co-investment fund) announced that it plans to 

temporarily decrease its upcoming investment rounds to Endeavor Entrepreneurs to 

5% of the round (down from 10%) and up to a maximum investment of $1m 

(previously $2m).  

Strategic investors and potential trade funders have a different risk profile to VCs. They may 

have shareholder pressure on the back of a fallout of their own market cap and executive 

pressure on operational leverage and internal returns. Every investment into innovation must 

now pass a profitability test with a higher allocated cost base and the opportunity cost of 

resource allocation into internal stability. 

Debt funding seems to still be available for companies with an asset base or steady cash 

flows that can be used as security. Processes to bring Credit Committees together remotely 

have slowed though. If you already have investors with deep pockets on your cap table, start 

looking to them for debt bridge rounds now.  

Be okay with smaller funders coming in to share the round as larger VCs may tighten their 

cheques to limit single-entity concentration in their portfolios. 

 

4. Be creative about raising capital (and business in general) 

 

There are alternative sources of capital to explore – see Endeavor’s note on financing for 

small businesses. Bank credit, Governmental support (e.g. UIF) and other funding 

opportunities may be available to you now to cover working capital and bridge your next 

raise. If you have access to credit lines take them now. Banks tend to close funding taps as 

the recession deepens. 

Explore new ways to secure a longer cash runway through deals with customers, suppliers 

or landlords. Management teams of some Endeavor companies have chosen to take pay 

cuts themselves to subsidise staff salaries, all in an effort to avoid major retrenchment down 

the line. Scale down marketing budgets and find new ways to connect meaningfully with 

customers. 
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Be proactive in discussions with your existing investors about maximizing your capital 

options for the future. Prepare funders to follow their rights on a new round far earlier than 

you would in the past. Former CEO of Allan Gray and angel investor, Rob Dower, shared 

sound advice during the Endeavor Capital webinar: include a robust plan to cut costs and 

control your burn rate as part of the discussion – investors will be more amenable to provide 

capital if they know that the business is playing its part in conserving cash.  

When presenting your business forecasts and valuation assumptions show your pre- and 

post-recession sensitivities. This will indicate to investors that you have properly considered 

the downside risks to your model. 

 

5. Demonstrate clear strategy and empathetic leadership 

 

Investors have always looked to management teams’ track record in considering 

investments. This is a critical time to take quick, decisive action, and for all your actions to 

result in greater credibility and “fundability” for your business. 

If you haven’t personally led a business through a recession look to your Board and key 

mentors for their skills and experience. Gather an Advisory Board that you trust to see you 

through the recession and work closely with them for guidance, expertise and morale. 

“Entrepreneurs are the best people to survive this…it’s in our DNA to lead through 

crisis…but you do need mentorship and support. Community matters.” Pieter de Villiers, 

Founder, Clickatell 

Empathetic leadership is key in these times, where individuals will lose wealth and pensions 

forever, some team members may get sick and others will lose loved ones. Maintaining 

employee morale by setting a clear strategy, encouraging regular face-to-face calls and 

implementing creative ways to support staff will create some emotional buoyancy. 

SweepSouth developed a way for clients to contribute to the wellbeing of SweepStars. 

Entersekt has introduced additional leave for parents looking after young children and a 

“coffee bar” for 30 minutes every day for the team to connect. 

You’ll find that you have opportunities to be honest with your team, customers and investors, 

and those honest conversations may expose your own uncertainties about how to lead 

through a time like this. There is nothing better for your business and personal relationships 

than to build trust through being vulnerable to others. Investors will take notice of how you 

lead during this time. 

 

6. Over-communicate 

 

As a general principle, in times of uncertainty radical transparency and communication is the 

best policy.  

• Over-communicate with your teams, clients and investors. Daily team “huddles” 

(without overly micro-managing) are a no-brainer.  
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• Set up regular calls (at least weekly) with your current investors and funders. 

Transparent communication and seeking wisdom around the table is critical to come 

to the right decisions about resource allocation. 

• Take advantage of the time that people have at home to seek feedback, ask 

questions, reach out to those in your network you haven’t spoken to in years.  

• Deliver hard messages thoughtfully. Give staff members reference letters and set 

them up with companies that need extra hands if you have to retrench. 

• Practice with your team and become excellent at virtual pitching. 

 

 

7. Play Offense, not just Defense 

 

If your company is fortunate to have liquidity, now is the time to look for the opportunities that 

could translate into significant gains in the “new normal”. Is there expenditure to take on now 

at a discount for future use? Are there new revenue streams, new customers or new 

products that could diversify your business for greater stability on the other side? Search for 

possible M&A, talent hiring and partnerships that may be more cost effective to execute in 

the downturn. 

It is essential to keep capital in reserve to drive marketing and sales when the recovery 

begins (albeit in over 18 months from now). Balance spending to “survive” with growth 

capital in hand when the market turns.  

“The real challenge is to recognize when to double-down on investment in a once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity that only exists in a financial crisis. This may be an opportunity that won’t 

come around again. Take an investor along with you – it may be the toughest but most 

valuable of all conversations.” Rob Dower, Director, Allan Gray. 

_______________________________________________ 

Please continue to participate in our global webinars for entrepreneurs as listed on the 

Endeavor South Africa website as you consider your current or future capital raises. 

 

Endeavor is a global organization present in 35+ countries that works to catalyze long-term 

economic growth by selecting, mentoring, and accelerating the best high-impact 

entrepreneurs worldwide. Endeavor South Africa currently has 26 Scale Ups in its program, 

50+ in its pipeline and receive pro-bono support from 125 mentors.  These 26 Scale Ups have 

average annual revenue of R210m per business and over the past 2 years have achieved 

29% annual growth in headcount and 27% growth in annual revenue - collectively creating 

additional 4567 jobs and generating incremental revenue of R1.7bn. At end of 2019 these 26 

Entrepreneurs jointly employed a total 11758 people and generated R4.7bn total revenue.  

The Endeavor South Africa board is chaired by Herman Bosman and the team is led by Alison 

Collier. 

 

https://endeavor.co.za/covid-19-crisis-management-for-entrepreneurs/
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Linda’s Rottenberg, Endeavor’s co-founder and CEO, has some core insights about 

Entrepreneurship apt for our current situation: “turbulence is the official climate of 

entrepreneurship. Stability is the friend of the status quo. Chaos is the friend of the 

entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs’ competitive advantage is being nimble and adaptable.” 

 

i Bain Webinar for Endeavor, also available here: https://www.bain.com/insights/ceo-plan-for-coronavirus-actions-to-take-now/ 
ii Sequioa’s Black Swan note: https://medium.com/sequoia-capital/coronavirus-the-black-swan-of-2020-7c72bdeb9753 
iii Goldman Sachs: https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-economy-shrink-24-april-155126416.html 
iv https://www.thebalance.com/current-u-s-unemployment-rate-statistics-and-news-3305733 
v US Secretary Mnuchin: https://www.forbes.com/sites/marthagimbel/2020/03/18/twenty-percent-unemployment-it-could-
happen/#4e560f2022cd 
vi Safeguarding our Lives and our Livelihoods: The Imperative of our Time (McKinsey, March 2020): 
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/safeguarding-our-lives-and-our-
livelihoods-the-imperative-of-our-time) 
vii Moneyweb: https://www.moneyweb.co.za/investing/covid-19-market-crash-lessons-for-investors/ 
viii https://endeavor.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Simple-Timeless-Priorities.-A-Letter-from-Michael-Jordaan-for-Endeavor-
Entreprenuers-31-March-2020.pdf 
ix https://www.kauffmanfellows.org/journal_posts/raising-capital-during-a-
downturn?utm_source=Kauffman+Fellows+Journal&utm_campaign=370383cc7e- 
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_27_04_57&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_9d87896aa8-370383cc7e-
337507649&mc_cid=370383cc7e&mc_eid=2883239b69 

 


